
The MIBOR Broker Listing Cooperative® is your multiple listing service. We call it a 
cooperative because that term better describes the cooperation and connections 
created between both the listing and selling broker - resulting in a single, reliable 
source of data. Central Indiana REALTORS® and consumers benefit from the 
efficient and healthy real estate market the MIBOR BLC® Listing Service creates. 

THE MIBOR BLC® IS YOUR DATA – YOUR SOURCE. 

The BLC® safeguards market information and enforces 
rules that govern market participation.

HELPDESK@MIBOR.COM
MIBOR.COM/BLCLISTINGSERVICE

CONFIDENCE

The BLC® creates connections between professionals 
with properties to sell and those with clients who may 
buy them.

CONNECTIONS

The BLC® is a dynamic community of professionals. The 
magic lies in competitors working together.

COMMUNITY



MIBOR BROKER LISTING COOPERATIVE®

HELPDESK@MIBOR.COM
MIBOR.COM/BLCLISTINGSERVICE
317.956.1912

YOUR TOOLS FOR SUCCESS

MIBOR BLC® LISTING SERVICE
Accessed from your MIBOR dashboard, the MIBOR BLC® Listing Service is 
your tool for listing and finding properties for your clients.

Homesnap
Mobile app fed with real-time data directly from the MIBOR BLC® listing 
service.

REAREALTORS® Property Resource (RPR)
Produce impressive analytics and branded reports for both mobile and 
desktop.

Master Lock
Offers you secure, easy access to every listing you manage.

RE Technology
AAccess to live webinars, technology product reviews, helpful tips       
and tricks, exclusive offers, a comprehensive directory of 
thousands of tech products, and more!

ZipForms
Transaction management tools used to create contracts, obtain signatures, 
and utilize task lists.

Homes Connect
FFrom Homes.com, get access to consumer management system, email 
marketing and newsletters, social networking connections, as well as 
advertising and lead options.

Remine
Property intelligence that gives you data to refine your marketing 
approach to be most effective to a targeted audience.

Down Payment Resource (DPR)
MIBOR BMIBOR BLC® listing service integrated tool to help eligible buyers afford 
the down payment.

Domus Analytics
Real time statistics and market insights give the ability to examine activity, 
trends, and market forecasting (coming in 2019).




